
1. Maximum of 5 players on the floor, 1 must be female (2 forwards, 2 defense, 1 goalie).  No more than 2 

male & 1 Female varsity players per team. Max 2 varsity (male and or female) player on the floor at 

once.  

 

2. Game will be started with a kick-off at centre.  The ball does not have to go forward. 

 

3. Proper gym attire must be worn (no black-soled shoes!). 

 

4. Games consist of 2- 15-minute halves. (first half till Feb 22 then longer half’s will be played.)  There 

will be five minutes for a break and for warm-up.  

 

5. Crease are rules: 

 

a. No goals can be scored inside the crease. 

b. Players, offensive and defensive, are allowed to go in the crease area to play the ball.  No direct 

kicks on net. 

c. Goal keepers will not be permitted to handle the ball with their hands outside the crease area. 

d. The goalie has five seconds to put the ball back into play.  If he doesn't, free kick will be 

awarded. 

 

6. Boundaries: 

-Out of boundaries if ball passes green lines 

-ball will be called out of play in the stage/bleachers, roof obstructions, and for stoppage of play.   

-Out of bounds--the team that kicks the ball out loses possession of the ball (free kick at nearest spot). 

 

7. Handball anywhere will result in an indirect free kick unless in the crease which will result in a penalty 

kick. 

 

8. On free kicks opposing players must be five feet away. 

 

9. Penalties: 

a. Any unnecessary roughness or 2-legged slide tackling will result in expulsion from game. 

b. Intent to injure, expulsion from league. 

c. Intentional fouls (tripping, pushing, holding, boarding etc. are all two minute penalties). 

d. No arguing with referees--two minute penalty, continuous, player out of the game. 

e. No fighting.  Players will be thrown out of the league. 

 

10. No pushing off the wall when playing the ball--results in possession for opposing team. 

 

11. In the event of a tie (play-offs only), will play two 5-minute sudden death and if still tied three of the last 

players on the floor from each team will kick, alternating teams, counting best total out of three.  If still 

tied will go to sudden death penalty kicks which can be taken by different players.  

 

12. All injuries must be reported to the convenor in charge of the event.  Please note:  a first aid kit is 

available at every game. 

 

13. Due to lack of time, all teams must be on time for games.  It would be helpful to be at the gym 10 

minutes early to fill out roster and stretch before the game.  NOTE:  Games that start late must end on 

time. 



14. Points:  2 win, 1 tie, 0 loss 


